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fans of the original game will, to be honest, be disappointed with dune 2. it
has a lot of the features from the first game, but many of them are not as
good as the originals. the physics engine is poor. the gameplay is about as
fast as the original game, and many of the elements are the same. the
production values are on par with other rts games, but dune 2 does not
offer much new to the genre. this is a good strategy game, but not a
classic. if you don't mind playing a 90% clone of the first game, dune 2 is
worth a look. if you liked the original, you'll feel right at home, but the
gameplay is a little too similar for the genre. the graphics are on par with
other real-time strategy games, and the sound effects are also quite good.
but i want to say something nice, the team at westwood has been
excellent in helping me with this, they sent me the patch with the fixes,
and they've been awesome, it's great they got this patch out there to help,
after all, who else could even know about this? it was great to meet them
and i hope they get a fair bit of credit for this.. now, i will say, the ai is still
retarded, but only because of the new changes, after all, the ai is
programmed by humans, and if they can't get it right, then it ain't gonna
be right, cause they didn't program it, they just got it from someone who
did. so if you haven't played dune 2000 yet, try it out, it will surprise you,
it's a great game, and you'll probably love it, cause it's very hard to hate
something that's made by westwood. but this is more for those that need
the most help with the patch, the old patches don't work, i tried them all
and they didn't, the newer one does, the best thing to do is download the
patch, and then download "dune 2000 installer" from here:
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This was an early 3D game for PC. The terrain is completely 2D but has
some 3D objects like rocks and buildings. If you enjoy the original Dune

games, you will enjoy Dune 2000. My copy of Dune II has just been
repaired and my daughter had been playing some of her Lego the other

night with it when we talked about this game. She said that she had
difficulty with the missions as she was playing on a system that had only 8

megabytes of memory. So I told her she might want to do some of the
missions that are a little beyond her capabilities. But she had fun with it

nonetheless and became a fan of the game. With the new PC version of the
game, there are three mission paths, exploration, story, and conquest.
Each path is available to multiple difficulty levels so that novices and

veterans can all play the game. Among all of my games, Dune II was by far
the most enjoyable to play. The only problem with Dune II is that there

were no multiplayer capabilities available in its day. People wanted to play
against each other, so we had to rely on our computer to do it for us.

Eventually a group of us formed a small club and hooked up to share our
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joy of Dune II over modem or the network. Those years were great ones for
sharing and playing games. Today, there are a variety of online games that
anyone can play with someone on the other side of the globe. Dune 2000
is hoping to take advantage of this trend by giving us the chance to play

the game online. I remember once going to a typing class in high school. It
was a 3 hour long session where we were supposed to be typing out one
hundred words per hour. I was having trouble with my new keyboard and
desperately needed practice. I had heard about a typing tutor who gave

lessons for free. A very large fellow, he was very knowledgeable in his field
of expertise. He taught me a lot about how to type faster and also on the
feel of the keyboard. This guy knew everything there was to know about

writing. The real question is, do you like Dune 2000? The answer is 'yes'. I
like Dune 2000. It's an easily absorbing game with well organized missions

that can be tackled by just about any gamer. It's a game that everyone
should try once. 5ec8ef588b
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